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ducted to the cathedral, that he may be shown the numerous 

paintings of Murillo, which the chapter is so justly proud of 

possessing. At the back of the high altar he is called upon to 

admire a " 
Nativity of Our Lady," admirable for the sweet 

ness of the tints, its quiet shadows, and its charming tone of 

colour, hermoso colorido. The traveller, after this, is conducted 

into the grand sacristy, where glitter the famous pictures of 

St. Leander and St. Isidore, in pontifical habits. , He is then 

stopped at one of the lateral chapels before a "Repose in 

Egypt," painted with the freest and most masterly handling, 
and resembling a Velasquez from its brilliant effect. Finally, 
to raise the admiration of the visitor to the pitch of enthusi 

asm, they.unfold to his gaze the "Saint Anthony of Padua," 
and on contemplating this matchless and unapproachable 

masterpiece, the stranger, as yet but little familiarised with 

the beauties of Spanish painting, remains in rapt ecstasy like 

the- C?nobite in the picture. In a gloomy cell the infant 

Jesus suddenly appears to Saint Anthony, in the midst of a 

dazzling glory ; and the pious hermit, on his knees, enlight 
ened by the apparition, throws up his arms in an indescribable 

transport of love for the Deity resplendent with light and 

beauty, towards whom he stretches out his arms as for a 

loving embrace. Never was the force of passionate expression 
carried beyond this point by any painter, nor ever was there 

produced, with brush and colours, skies more transparent or 

features of more seraphic sweetness. The management of the 

chiaro-oscuro is no less astonishing here than the faith of the 

visionary monk. It is inconceivable how the painter has been 

able, by the mere power of light and shade, to obtain so lumi 

nous an effect, and by what infinite gradation of treatment he 

has been able to pass from the intensity of the sun's rays to 

the peaceful obscurity of the hermit's cell. 

But before quitting the cathedral of Seville, there remains 

to be seen the chapter house, the works of which were directed 

by Murillo in 1667 and 1668. Provided the cicerone be a well 

informed canon?and some may yet be found among the 

chapter?he will not fail to assert, with a feeling of becoming 

pride, that for the " Saint Anthony of Padua" the artist re 

ceived 10,000 reals, equal to 60,000 at the present day ; and as 

the life of the great painter of Seville is well known in that 

city rather by tradition than by reading the. works of Palo 

mino, the traveller will learn, on the subject of the beautiful 
" 

Conception" painted for the dome of the Franciscans, the 

history of the curious contest which took place between 

Murillo and the reverend fathers. A picture destined always 
to be seen at a distance, must be conceived and treated with 

the broad style suited to decoration. It must be drawn 

squarely, and touched with great vigour. In putting in his 

contrasts roughly, the painter confides to distance the care of 

restoring them to their just proportions ; and if he handles his 

colours with rude ability, he calculates on the gradations of 

aerial perspective to produce an appropriate harmony. Murillo 

had been careful not to forget the principles which he had 

occasionally seen so well applied in the learned practice of 

Velasquez. When the holy fathers had a close view of what 

they should only see at a distance, they exclaimed against the 

coarseness of a painting that seemed all a mass of confusion, 
and which they doubtless thought was painted with the handle 
of the brush. They refused to receive it, in short ; but the 

artist, before he carried away his picture, demanded and ob 

tained leave to raise it for a moment to its proper position. 
In proportion as the canvas ascended, the figures became 

disentangled, the outlines softened by little and little, and the 

colours mingled ; that which before was careless appeared 
finished, what was harsh became soft, and when the canvas 

reached its proper height, the most perfect harmony enchanted 

every eye. The good Franciscans then blushed at their igno 
rance ; and to appease the irritated' artist, who now expressed 
his intention of carrying away his work, they were compelled 
to offer him double the price originally agreed upon. 

A happy life was that of Murillo ! It was not characterised, 
it is true, by any of those romantic incidents which are the 
charm and the torment of our hearts ; the sight of some 

pictures.' of Vandyck, a visit to Velasquez,?such were the 
two great events of that artistic life in which neither idleness 

nor weariness found a place. In a city peopled with monks, 
with picturesque mendicants, and enthusiastic devotees, in a 

city filled with mysterious churches, lit up, as Lafontaine 
would say, by the eyes of Andalusian beauties, Murillo passed 
his time in copying the inhabitants of the earth and inventing 
those of heaven. His whole world was summed up in the 

city of Seville. On the road on which he had to traverse, 
from the parish of Santa Cruz, in which he resided, to the 

cathedral of Seville, or else to the convent of the Capuchins 
outside the walls, he lost nothing that occurred to attract his 
notice. If he met the licentiates Alonzo Herrera and Juan 

Lopez y Talavan, he was struck with their fine heads, and he 
introduced them under the names of Saint Leander and ot 

Saint Isidore into some devotional picture. Without the 

necessity ef travelling, or of crossing the seas, he could handle 
a thousand different subjects, and paint in every branch of 
the art,?landscapes, flowers, sea-pieces, portraits, history, 
and miracles ; miserable humanity cowering on the pavement, 
and beatified mortals wafted through the regions of Para 

dise. The soul and the body, visionary revery and gross 

materialism, self-denial and voluptuous enjoyment, he ob 

served all ; he saw in creation all its phases, in social life 

its contrasts of nobleness and baseness, and in the heart of 
man he could read all its hidden stores of weakness, of 

grandeur and of love. 

What Raphael Mengs said of the figures of Velasquez may 
be applied to the majority of Murillo's compositions,?they 
seem to be created by a simple act of volition. We can scarcely 

imagine that the painter has conceived them otherwise ; and 

this perfect nature, with all its merit, has also some disadvan 

tages. With Velasquez, for instance, it is seldom that the 

arrangement of a portrait or the composition of an historical 

picture has not the zest of freshness united with startling 
truth. With Murillo the conception is so prompt, that art 

has not had time to intervene. We might be almost tempted 
to imagine that the picture composed itself, and to look upon 
it as a fortuitous piece of accident. 

EUSTACE LE SUEUR. 
There are few painters who have achieved so much and been 

known to fame, in this country at least, as Eustache Le Sueur, 
which must be a matter of wonder to any one who remembers 

how readily any man, but particularly an artist, can become 

popular when the story of his life has any tinge of romance in 

it. About Le Sueur's there was so much that one incident in 

it has furnished a rich mine of materials to French novelists. 

He was the son of a sculptor, and was placed at an early age 
in the studio of the famous old French painter, Simon Vouet, 

premier peintre du roi, who is considered the father of French 

art. While here he gave evidence of a very precocious talent, 

by executing a number of illustrations for a work entitled 
" The Dreams of Poliphilus," written by a Franciscan monk 

of the fifteenth century, and then greatly admired, because no 

one understood it. Very likely neither did Le Sueur, but h? 

fancied he did, and this answered his purpose quite as well? 

even better, as it left him free scope for his imagination. His 

paintings were accordingly distinguished by great grace and 

liveliness, but still displayed something of that solemn gran 
deur and severe simplicity which have rendered his subsequent 

works so famous. And now comes the episode in his career 

which threw over his genius a melancholy cast, and in all like 

lihood inclined him to employ it almost exclusively upon" reli 

gious subjects. 
Louis XIII. about this time paid a visit to the celebrated 

Mademoiselle La Fayette at the Convent of the Visitation, and 

presented the sisterhood with a large sum to be spent in the 

decoration of their chapel?the chapel of Holy Mary. Vouet, 
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of course, was appointed to do it, but what with his labours ?t 
St. Germain, at Fontainebleau, and at Vincennes, he had so 

much on hand that he was compelled to call upon Le Sueur, 
his pupil, to aid him in this new task, and to the latter was 

accordingly committed "The Assumption," to be painted on 

the centre of the chapel. To avoid having the sanctuary pro 
faned by the presence of a Fornarina, the lady superior was 

obliged to assign him one of the nuns as a model ; and, as 

might have been suspected, where the maiden was fair to look 

upon, and the heart of the artist susceptible, he fell in love 

with her ; but as to harbour the feeling even was sinful, and 
as to reveal it would have been absurd, he cherished it in 

secret. Time, of course, at last put an end to it, but never 

put an end to the sorrowing regrets which it left behind, and 

all his life long Le Sueur was a melancholy man. 

It was at Lyons, to which he undertook a journey soon after 

that, that the peculiar bent of his genius first displayed itself 
on seeing some works of Raphael. After studying them he 
was filled with enthusiasm for this great master, and imme 

diately executed his painting 
" 

St. Paul laying hands on the 

Sick," a work which at once placed him far above mediocrity, 
and attracted the favourable notice of Nicholas Poussin. By 
his advice he sought to moderate the rapidity of his manner, 
caused by the natural fire of his disposition, and to perfect 

himself by the study of the great masters of Italy. But there 
were not many of their works in Paris, and by this time Le 

Sueur was married, and, as might be expected, was poor,?so 

going to Rome was out of the question. There is a story told 

to the effect that Poussin offered to make copies of the best of 

them and send them to him, and this, if true, reflects credit 
on him ; but we do not find that Le Sueur accepted his offer, 
but supported himself for some time by making frontispieces 
for books of devotion, theological theses, and other trifles. 

At last he was commissioned to decorate the cloister of the 

Chartreuse at Paris, and found himself in his proper sphere of 

action. 
" The Life of St. Bruno," a collection of twenty-two 

paintings, finished in three years for a very small' remune 

ration, may be regarded as Le Sueur's chief work, though he 
himself was modest enough to call it a series of sketches. 

Poussin has called Le Sueur a disciple of Raphael and of the 

antique, but the fact is that he could be compared to no one but 

himself, not only in the choice of forms and in the flow of the 

draperies, but also, and above all, in the general expression 
and of conception of things not seen. In Raphael, the reli 

gious sentiment is always surrounded by something proud 
and imposing, which confounds impiety, but in Le Sueur it 
is accompanied by candour, which moves the most incredu 

lous. The painter of Urbino lets us see a little of the pride 
with which the protection of the great and noble and his 

sojourn in the Eternal City had inspired him ; but the French 

man, simple and sad, painted all the phases of a monkish life 
with an humble faith, and a more devout adoration. It was 

in the fervour of the belief and hope by which he sought to 

drive away the gloom by which he himself was haunted, that 
he found the secret of this religious painting, which, to a 

sceptic, would have been impossible. So no one has ever 

represented with as much truth and impressiveness as Le 

Sueur, tranquil monasteries built in solitude upon accessible 

mountains ; walls of enclosure surrounding communities of 
anchorites like barriers raised against the noise and tumults 
of the world; austere and thoughtful penitents struggling by 
dint of prayer and mortification against worldly thoughts and 
vain regrets, and the long white robes traversing the gloomy 
cloisters like ghosts. Le Sueur never appears to such advan 

tage as when he paints his own sentiments. 
Le Sueur was employed to decorate the Hotel Lambert, one. 

of the most charming abodes in Paris; which after a long 
period of decay and neglect, is now restored to its ancient 

splendour, by Madame Czartoryski, and is the scene of some of 
the gayest re-unions of the French capital. In' this he was 

placed ;n competition with Lebrun, but':by no means suffered 

by the contrast. His most splendid works here were the four 

paintings representing "The Muses." His groups are dis 

played in the background of charming landscapes, and the 

sky, distances, and colouring, display the most complete har 

mony. As to the figures, they have all the virgin modesty 
and other poetic characteristics which imagination has for so 

many ages ascribed to them. The artist who, in " 
The Life of 

St. Bruno," had given charms to austerity, remained still the 
same when giving modesty to grace. It is said that " 

The 
Life of St. Bruno 

" 
was attacked by the malice of enemies 

and tfte envy of false friends, who did not hesitate to make 

attempts to mutilate the paintings which the monks of the 
Chartreuse were obliged to preserve. Simple as La Fontaine 
and sensible as Fenelon, he forgave them all ; and, in his 

goodness of heart, never spoke of his rivals without saying, " 
I have done everything in my power, and will do every 

thing, to make myself loved by them." At last, driven to 

bay, he stood upon dignity, and painted an allegory in which 
he pictured his own triumphs. But even in this the sweetness 
of his disposition showed itself. He represented himself 

reclining upon a couch, plunged in melancholy reverie, while 
his genius trod down his rivals and detractors ; in the back 

ground appeared a smiling plain?the image of the future, to 
which his thoughts were turned. Every great man has 
moments in which he rises in pride against the age which has 

persecuted or misunderstood him. 
Le Sueur did not long survive the decoration of the Hotel 

Lambert. He died in May, 1655, at the early age of thirty 
eight years. Some have said that he retired to the monastery 
of Chartreuse, and there ended his days ; but this is a story 
invented, without doubt, to s?Tround him with a greater 
degree of interest. 

The goldsmiths' company at Paris were in the habit of 

offering every year to the church of N?tre Dame, a painting 
which was exhibited at the porch of the cathedral on the first 
of May. One of the finest and most admired of these was the 
"Paul Preaching at Ephesus," of Le Sueur. Th? painter 
transports us all at once to Asia Minor?to'- Ephesus, cele 
brated by its magnificent temple of Diana. The temple and 
statue of the great goddess of the Ephesians, seen between the 
columns of the peristyle, serves to localise the scene perfectly. 

Upon the steps of a portico, to the right, St. Paul speakfwith 
fire, with authority?he speaks, as his gestures ind?cate, in 
the name of God, of the true God, of the only God. At the 
sound of his voice the Ephesians renounce their religion, and 
burn what they had adored. One writes down the words of 
the apostle upon tablets, another explains them; all are 

deeply moved, and tearing in pieces the sacred books of 

polytheism, they commit them to the. flames. A slave, kneel 

ing in the foreground, blows the wood fire which is devouring 
the pagan manuscripts. There is great majesty in the attitude 
of Paul, and of the other figures ; but the position of this 

Ethiopian slave, who appears in the scene only in its vulgarist 
part, without knowing anything of the change which the-world 
is about to undergo, is still more admirable. 

l 

In this painting there is a concealed combination, a secret 

balancing of lines, which gives the composition its proper 
position and its grandeur. Take away the least of the details, 
the two trunks of the leafless trees, for instance, which stand 
out against the azure of the sky, and the painting would soon 
look as if cut in two. At first sight everything seems to be 
the result of foresight, and yet nothing has been calculated. 

All has been dictated by the happy intuitiori of genius. It is 

bright as French paintings generally are, but it is, neverthe 

less, animated. There is no confusion in it, and there is 

vivacity in all the movements ; it is conceived in an elevated 

style, and yet it bears no marks of research ; on the contrary, 
it bears in every part an air of simplicity, of gestures dictated 

by nature alone. Many painters can never rise into sub-, 

limity without appearing to be on the stretch; Le Sueur's 

dignity always seems to be a matter easy of attainment, and 
it is tempered by a charming ingenuousness. This seems 

owing to his tact in introducing into all his works details 
taken from everyday life. Many instances of this may be 

given. The first scene in the life of St. Bruno shows us a* * 

child, in the midst of a group of noble-looking arid dignified 

figures, trying to prevent his dog from barking ; the Ethiopian 
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slave in the foreground of the St. Paul Preaching at Ephesus, 
and the signs of a dog's attachment to his master in the 

Martyrdom of St. Protais, are amongst the best accessories of 
these pictures. 

In the martyrdoms of St. Gervais and Protais all is grand, 
noble, and even vigorous. The painter of Anchorite Retreats 
for Wounded Spirits, passes all at once and without difficulty 

Giulio Romano was more masculine perhaps, Raphael severer 

and more chastened in his outline ; but no one has ever given 
the same delicacy to the noble army of martyrs?no one has 

ever conceived faces imbued with so much angelic fervour. 

The women of the ancient masters were not more graceful 
than the 

" 
Veronica 

" 
of Le Sueur, or the maidens of the 

Woes of St. Martin, and they have not so much tenderness. 

PAUL PREACHING AT. EPHESUS.?FROM A PAINTING BY IE SUEUR. 

?.jJJiM S. 

to the delineation of the most stirring scenes. He puts tumult, 
pasBion, and violence into his pictures as easily as he had put 
gentleness, calm, and retirement. The brutal soldiery with 
bared and muscular arms, the pagan judges in their togas, the 
boisterous mob, and impassable images of the false gods, are 

-conceived in an easy but powerful style, which Le Sueur has 
found not in Raphael, but in his own genius. The graceful 
drawing of the elegant figures are all his, and his only. 

The sentiment of antique grace, such as it appears in the 

bas-reliefs, addresses itself to the pure sensuality, the pagan 
ism of thought. The grace of Le Sueur, on the contrary, is 

impregnated with a spiritualism which touches and goes right 
to the heart of us. Except the 

" Belle Jardini?re," the virtjins 
of Raphael are more material, his carnations are more abun 

dant, their forms rounder, and fuller ; those of Le Sueur have 
a happy slenderness, a subduing sweetness. 
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